
ON A NEW LABKADOREAX SPECIES OF ONCHIDIOPSIS
A GENUS OF MOLLUSKS NEW TO EASTERN NORTH
AMERICA; WITH REMARKS ON ITS RELATIONSHIPS.

By Francis N. Balch,

Of Boston, Massachusetts.

During the summer of 1908 Mr. Owen Bryant, cruising on the Labra-
dor coast, made opportunity for some dredgings in moderate depths.

The resulting mollusks, with the exception of the Nudibranchs, were
placed in the hands of Mr. C. W. Johnson, curator of the Boston
Society of Natural History. The small collection of Nudibranchs
was intrusted to me. In it was included an apparently naked mol-
lusk, which Mr. Bryant took for a dorid form, hut which is in fact

a fine new species of the internal-shelled genus OncJiidiopsis belong-

ing to the family Lamellariidse. Mr. Bryant's mistake was far from
unnatural, and it is possibly owing to similar errors on the part of

other collectors that we owe almost all our knowledge of the group
to specialists on the Opisthobranchiata (especially the Nudibranchs),

as will appear from the literature cited at the end of this paper.

The specimen is a fine adult, well preserved in formol, and is of

interest from several points of view— first, from the point of view
of geographical distribution, the genus being previously unknown
from eastern America, though present in Greenland and Alaska; sec-

ond, from the point of view of systematic morphology, the genus

being probably the last term of an extraordinary aberrant series

and containing few, perhaps only one, hitherto known species; third,

from the point of view of teratology, since the specimen has a bifid

left tentacle the abnormal member of which bears what appears exter-

nally to be an extra ey'e resembling the normal, out proves on section-

ing to be a group of four eyes apparently proliferating one from the

other, in various stages, making a case quite unique so far as the

records show.

The present paper contains a description of the specimen, with a

brief discussion from the first and second points of view. The tera-

tological aspect, was presented in a separate paper read before the

American Society of Zoologists (Eastern Branch i during convocation

week in Boston, December, 1909, and which, it is expected, will be

published in the American Naturalist.

Out of a desire not to mutilate the single specimen more than

necessary, ex a mi mi lion has been confined to external points and to the
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internal shell, the radula and pharyngeal bulb, the features of the gill-

cavity, and the anatomy and histology of t ho bifid left tentacle. The
material, consisting of the partially dissected body in formol, the

shell in formol, and a mount of the radula, has been deposited in

the U. S. National Museum.
The description follows:

ONCHIDIOPSIS CORYS.a new species.

Locality. -Single specimen dredged off Fish Island, outside Hebron
Harbor, Labrador, in 7"> fathoms, mud, August 26, L908.

Size.—In formol : Length, 20 mm. ; breadth, 1(5 nun.: height, 14mm.
Color. In life: Cream colored, with 8(?) spots of varying shades

of brown [Bryant's notes]. In formol: Notaeum, ground-color light

purplish brown with darker markings on the lower sides, faintly and

vaguely reticulated over the fop and upper sides, so as to give the

effect of about twelve ill-defined blotches of the ground color. Ante-

rior lobes lighter and more yellowish. Head and foot same as ground

color of notaeum. Eye spots black.

General form.—(PI. 21, figs. 1, 2, 3.) The notaeum, smooth on top

and sides, wrinkled or strongly folded and vesiculate elsewhere, rises

in a backward-tilted dome, suggesting a Grecian helmet (whence the

name chosen), the curiously puffed and wrinkled anterior border pro-

jecting visor-fashion. The fop and sides of the notaeum are closely

applied to the thin internal shell, which in turn closely covers the

large dome-shaped visceral hump. Below the folded border of the

notaeum arc 1 seen the well-demarked head and the foot, the former

bearing a large proboscis of truncated-cone shape, and two thick

tentacles about as long as the proboscis, with conspicuous eve ^pots

about two-thirds way up from their bases. The foot in the preserved

specimen is of moderate size, reaching anteriorly only to the level of

the tentacles and posteriorly projecting about one-sixth of its length

beyond the border of the Qotaeum, tin 1 projecting portion sharply

upturned. The very huge penis, situated on the right side of the neck,

comes partially into view below the notaeum above the right tentacle.

Notnurn. Smooth tot he naked eye (act ually lineh w rinkled >, thin,

and closely investing the thin internal shell on the top and sides; the

lower sides more wrinkled; the border thickened, strongly folded,

ami vesiculate or puffy; the anterior border quite specialized, being

very strongly folded, and vesiculate or pustulate, so as to present tin 1

appearance of a mass of crowded water blisters. This anterior lappet

projects like a visor or eye shade over t he head and is cut n
.
v ' ne deep

inspiratory cleft (lying just to the left of the median line) and the

less deep expiratory cleft (lying about 65 degrees to the right, and

rather a fold than a cleft) into :i well-demarked right and ;i much less

well-marked left lobe. In life these anterior lobes or lappets evi-

dently play an important part, as thej are Luge, muscular, and

" Kuii-ji , signifying an homeric helmet.
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highly specialized. Probably they are concerned in respiration and
also furnish an extensible, thick, and soft sort of cushioned armor for

the head, which lacks the ordinary defense of withdrawal under a shell.

Shell.— (PI. 21, figs. 4, 5. 6.) On cutting open the notseum the shell

appears as a quite transparent whitish film closely applied like a cap

to the top and front of the solid dome of the visceral hump. Not being

adherent either to the notseum or to the true mantle (which lies below
it as a transparent membrane investing the visceral hump) it can be

simply lifted out with forceps. It has about the appearance and con-

sistency of a film of collodion. It is not stiff enough to resist the action

of gravity in air, but has sufficient elasticity to regain its form when
restored to a liquid medium. It is smooth except for rather faint

concentric lines of growth. In general shape it may be roughly
likened to a very highly arched finger-nail. A peculiar and instruc-

tive feature is the infolding of the posterior-inferior portion into the

posterior-superior portion. A comparison of PI. 21, figs. 7, 8, and <),

will make clear what has happened. Figs. 7 and 8 are rough rep-

resentations of the shells of Marsenina prodita (Loven) and M.

ampla (Verrill), respectively. The former is lymnoid. The latter

is more degenerate and consists of only one whorl, mostly mouth.

Fig. 9 is a diagrammatic sketch of our shell represented as a solid

object. The homology of the infolded portion is plain. The last

whorl, becoming degenerate to the point of abandonment and

reduced to a mere, posterior wall of the mouth space, lias simply

collapsed into the spire cavity. This is not, however, a mere acci-

dental collapse, as wet paper might collapse upon itself. It is struc-

tural and permanent. The infold, if straightened out, springs

smartly back again and the line of folding is clearly marked struc-

turally. The cavity of the last whorl (i. e., the space between the

infold and the to}) of the shell) has been abandoned by the animal and

practically obliterated. In this and other obvious respects the

infold materially differs from the "deck'' or "shelf" of Crepidula,

with which, however, it is somewhat parallel. In the other species

of Onchidiopsis there is no such structure, so that in this respect the

present species serves to connect the genus as hitherto known with

more normal forms and oilers an instructive study in the degenera-

tion of shell armor. The shell in the present species differs from those

hitherto describe* I in present ing neither lateral emarginat ion nor wing.

Visceral hump. Next below the thin membranous true mantle

already mentioned lies the solid smooth dome of the visceral mass,

purplish-yellow in color, the visible portion chiefly consisting of the

glands of the genital system. It is larger than the shell, which only

partially covers it, but the discrepancy is u<>( so great a- in the other

species of the genus, where t he shell is lit t le more t ban a scale over the

gill-cavity region, while here the whole top and sides of the visceral

hump are covered, [n the gill-cavity region the black base of the large

osphradium showing through the roof of the cavity is conspicuous.
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Gill cavity and branchial complex.—The large thin-roofed branchial

cavity opens by a long and narrow crescentic horizontal slit just

above the nuchal fold. On opening it the most conspicuous objecl

is the osphradium running diagonally across the left side of the roof

and consisting of a double scries of leaflets (PL 21, fig. 10) set on

either side of a central rhachis after the usual fashion, hut very large

and having the side edges and basal edges of the leaflets black. It

differs markedly in the shape of the leaflets (which are distinctly

bilobed) from the other species of the genus. Beside it, on the right,

the gill, though larger, is much less conspicuous, lis thin leaflets,

colored like the neighboring tissue, arranged in a single row on the

right of the rhachis, are long and narrow compared with those of

the other species of the genus, and simply pointed. The anus was
not satisfactorily made out, the right-hand part of the roof of the

gill cavity (where it doubtless lies, as in the other species) having

been disturbed in the examination of other parts.

Genital system. This was only examined externally, but nothing

appeals to casl doubt on its substantial conformity with the other

species of the genus. The female genital opening was not satis-

factorily made out, the region near the anus where it, should occur

having been disturbed, as above stated. The penis (PI. 22, fig. 1) is

extremely large (quite double, in proportion, that figured or described

for the other species) and ot herwise peculiar. Arising from the nuchal

fold on the right side of the neck, above and just to the left of the

base of the right tentacle, is a massive base as thick as the base of the

tentacle itself and half again as long as broad, directed backward

and slightly outward and upward. Sharply turning more than a

right angle (so that it runs forward, and slightly outward and down-

ward) the organ now rapidly diminishes in size to a slender neck of

less than a quarter the original diameter. The minimum size is,

however, scarcely reached before the organ suddenly swells again

(though this time only slightly) at the same time acquiring along its

external margin a great crest recalling in form and proportion, the

conventional mane of the chess knight. The crest rapidly diminishes

and at the point where it is lost tin' organ suddenly bends directly

back upon itself, at the same time diminishing to a point which

reaches back to the level where the crest began. A fair idea of the

relations of tin' parts can be given by comparing the whole structure

to an arm, the upper arm enormously fat, the forearm stinting fat

but rapidly dwindling to a thin w rist . the hand and fingers very long,

and the back of the hand expanded into a high crest. In attitude

the arm must be strongly Hexed and the lingers pressed together at

the tips and impossibly Hexed so as nearly to touch the inside of the

wrist. The finer structure was not examined. Bergh has minutely

described it for the related specie-.

Head. The broadly ovoid body mass i- bounded in front by a

strong nuchal fold clearly marking the transition to the head region,
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which widens .-main beyond it. The region is aboul twice as broad
as long and is prolonged at its anterior corners into the tentacles
while from its anterior face springs the snout or rostrum.

Tentacles and < yes. ( PI. 22, fig. 1.) The tentacles are thick, fleshy
and moderately wrinkled, ending in an abrupt taper. In life they are
doubtless somewhat longer and thinner, but the contraction in this

specimen does not appear to have been extreme. They curve o-ently

outward and upward. Each bears on its external (and slightly supe-
rior) surface a large black eye spot, which appears as a lump under the
skin, raising the latter into a slight prominence out of which the eye
looks forward along the tentacle. In effect the eye is set in the an-
terior face of a very rudimentary peduncle or ophthalmophore re-

sembling a bracket. On sectioning, the eyes are seen to present no

special features, but are well developed and evidently highly func-
tional. There is no appearance of any corneal modification of the

skin except a slight thinning. The retina is heavily pigmented; the
lens large, filling nearly the whole eye cavity. The left tentacle in

this specimen bore an appendage branching off from its base and
pointing posteriorly along the left side of the neck, nearly as long as

the tentacle itself but less than half as thick. This appendage bore

on its exterior face an extra eye, or rather, as heretofore mentioned,
a cluster of four extra eyes apparently in various stages of prolifera-

tion one from another. Undoubtedly the whole structure (neglect-

ing the feature of the apparent proliferation of eves in the extra
eye spot) is to be interpreted as a case of bifid left tentacle somewhat
masked by the turning backward of the external member and its

reduction in size and change in proportions. If this member were
turned forward and thickened and curved like the normal tentacle,

it and its eye spot would bear the relation of a mirror image to the

normal tentacle and its eye spot, as is commonly the case with similar

bifid structures."

Hostrnm and mouth. — ( PI. 22, figs. 1 , 2, 3.) From the anterior Face

of (behead region, and from under a fold of skin connecting the bases

of the tentacles, springs the thick and heavy rostrum in the shape of

a truncated cone aboutonce and a half as long as broad. It is only

moderately wrinkled and, like the tentacles, is in life probably some

what but not greal ly more prot rusible. I f may probably be also some-

what more contractible but not greatly. The thick and hea\\ skin

and the rather slight musculature which appear on dissection do not

point to anextremely elastic or contractile organ. Its anterior end

forms a flat lace of oval form, the major axis dorso-ventral. In this

axis the mouth appears as a simple slit two-thirds the length of the

oval, with wrinkled lips. Unless the rostrum is much more change-

able in form than above supposed it differs markedly from the other

species of the genus, where ii is bulbous. Doubtless the pharyngeal

<* See cases collected in BateBon [1894]
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bulb can be pushed forward, but even this could hardly produce Mich

forms as figured by Bergh.

Jaws. -(PI. 22, figs. 2, 3, 4.) The mouth opens into a narrow tube

of oval section, thin walled, and running between the two jaws which

arch it over and also partly inclose its sides. The jaws are of brown
chit in, thin and delicate, about twice as long as high, serrate on their

lower edges, the serrations growing coarser from posterior to anterior.

Each jaw is molded to lit along the top and one side of the mouth
tube, narrows to a rounded point posteriorly and appears to be squarely

and smoothly cul oil' anteriorly: but about this last there may be some
doubt since there is a suspicion that in removing these delicate objects

from the tough mouth gristles, serrations or other structures at the

point of attachment may have been broken off and lost. To the

powers of the dissecting microscope the jaws appear covered with

beautifully regular minute transverse (i. e., dorso-ventral) striations

corresponding in spacing with the serrations of the ventral edge.

The real microscopic structure was not studied. There can be little

doubt it is substantially that several times figured by Ber<;h for simi-

lar objects, i. e.. a sort of mosaic of minute chitinous bars locked

together in a diamond pattern which gives the impression of trans-

verse (i. e., dorso-ventral) lines, the longitudinal (i. e., anteropos-

terior) lines being broken in the pattern.

Pharyngeal bulb and radula. (PI. 22, figs. 2, 3, 5, 6.) Near the pos-

terior end of the jaws the thin-walled mouth tube suddenly swells to

more than twice its former diameter to contain the large muscular

pharyngeal bulb. The structure of this was not minutely studied as

it offered no prospect of material difference from the similar organs so

often and fully elucidated by Bergh Its form sufficiently appearsfrom

the figures and must in life vary greatly in t he course of the complicated

mi >t ions of the radula which latter, however, in this species I think is

almost certainly not prot rusible. I think so, both because the mouth

and end of the snout are too small and because there is a pretty clear

mutual adjustment of the radula and jaws to trituration of the food

between them in the swollen portion of the mouth tube. The radula

commences posteriorly in a bulb borne on a Ionic stem which is a pro-

longation of the posterior base of the pharyngeal bulb but rises sharply

upward and to the left, penetrates the dorsal wall of the mouth

tube, then curls over forward and outward and lies on top of the

mouth tube at its widesl part to the left of it- center. The radula,

starting in this bulb, passes down through it- stem and so into the

lower posterior part of the pharyngeal bulb, through which it then

turns sharply upward, reaching its surface (and so coming into use in

the open mouth-cavity) at the highest point of the bulb's top. At

the same point the radula attain- its own greatesl width, for by wear-

ing off of the lateral members and by .-oppression it thence slightly

narrow- a- il run- forward down the anterior slope of the pharyngeal
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hull), ending abruptly shortly after passing within the jaws. It

attains a length of 60 transverse rows and is typically taenioglossate,

having the usual formula 2-1-1 1 2. The median or rhachidian

tooth consists of a base about as wide as high, with slightly convex
lower edge and concave sides, the top of which curls over backward

to form the dentate functional blade. The latter bears a large central

cusp, long and pointed, flanked by very irregular and much smaller

denticulations, about eight on each side but varying from six to ten

and showing a distinct tendency to alternation of larger and smaller.

The whole tooth is arched, with the convexity posterior, so that the

functional upper portion as seen from on top has a roughly crescent ie

form. The laterals, or ad-medians, are on the same general plan, but

the basal portion is much narrower and higher, the central (or sub-

central) cusp longer in proportion and flanked by about seven denticu-

lations on the external and five on the internal side. They are set on

the basal membrane at an angle with the rhachis, so that the central

cusps point slightly inward. The uncini have the form of simple

smooth arched claws, curving upward, backward, and slightly out-

ward. By folding inward over the admedians they can be laid flat.

Possibly they can also be folded outward. The radula presents only

minute differences from the other species of the genus so far as

comparison with figures shows.

Foot.—(PI. 21, figs. 2, 3; PI. 22, fig. 1.) Moderate in size, as before

described, anteriorly slightly bowed and concave, posteriorly obtusely

pointed. The anterior angles form distinct stout lobes or auricles.

The posterior portion, projecting beyond the notseum border, is some-

what specialized, being slightly broader and thicker than at the point

where it passes beneath the notaaun, and curled sharply upw ard. This

might be thought to be a mere accident of preservation in this speci-

men, but has been described for other species of the genus. Whether

it occurs in life or is due to the strong contraction in death of the

structure next mentioned is uncertain. The dorsal surface of the

foot is appressed to the edge of the notseum where it passes beneath

it, and at and posterior to this point bears a narrow central muscular

thickening or pad. Similar structures have been minutely described

by Bergh for other species of the genus. The function is unknown

but does not its position suggest that it max be merely a vestigial

operculiferous lobe '.

Parasites. On sectioning the left tentacle two large encysted

parasites were found, complex organisms, probably Trematodes.

Prof. Henry B. Ward, of the University of Illinois, is kindly examin-

ing them and it is hoped to present further conclusions in connection

with the forthcoming paper in the American Naturalist. 'Die high!}

abnormal character of this tentacle and its parasitization may possi

bly be more than a coincidence. Nematodes have been found with

the larvae of O. <jm nhun/im (Bergh [1887], p. 276, note).
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RELATIONSHIP OF THE PRESENT SPECIES TO THE OTHER SPECIES
OF T1IK (,KM S.

The names applied to species now considered to belong to Onchidiop-

sis are few, being in chronological order as follows:

Coriocella carnea Kroyer [1847], p. 115, no. 10.

Coriocella recondita Kroyer [1847], p. 115, no. 11.

LameUaria gladalis M. Sars [1850], p. 185.

Onchidiopsis groznlandica Bergh [1853], p. 346.

Onchidiopsis reinhardi Beck. Mdrch [1868], p. 25.

Onchidiopsis grcenlandica, var. pacifica Bergh [1887], p. 278.

Onchidiopsis palliata Loven (unpublished, a label name, teste Pos-

selt [1898]).

Of these recondita is the young of carnea; palliata and reinhardi

were both applied to unusually large specimens of gramlandica (rein-

hardi said to be over three inches long); and carnea itself is now
treated as a full synonym of grcenlandica.a

This leaves only gladalis Sars, and granlandica Bergh with its var,

pacijica Bergh. The real status of these forms is in the highest degree

problematical. All are strictly boreal, and Bergh is the great author-

ity on them. Unfortunately his last publication on the group—in

his great monograph of the Marseniadse (Bergh [1887])—while very

full and elaborate, does not do its author just ice. The text and plates

are repeatedly in disagreement, and the former has been found blind

by (it hers besides the present writer. Among other things, both

description and figures appear to show that gro2nlandica,v&r. pacifica

is in renin \ nearer to gladalis than it is to gro idandica, being a variant

in the same direction as gladalis but more extreme. But Bergh him-

self evidently felt great doubt, whether he was in fact dealing with

more than one species in all. With the growth of his work on the

genus, and the accumulation of more material, his species, at first

fairly well distinguished, have approached each other more and more,

till he finally relies for the discrimination of groznlandica from gladalis

on the fact that iii the former the shell is broader behind, the osphra-

(liuni black on its base, the gill leaflets of "somewhat peculiar form,"

and the inner members of the pairs of uncinal hooks not denticulate.

As to this last character, which seems the best of the lot, padfica

(which Bergh treats as a variety of gromlandica) has the hooks more

strongly denticulate than gladalis itself!

Bergh says Sars confused the two species. Friele [190L p. 68] has

not hesitated to unite them, though without discussion. Knipowitsch

[1902, pp. of'.l 363] retains them nominally separate, though COnclud-

" Kr<">\ it'- name carnea is earlier than gra nlandica bul is a nomen nudum (Bee remarks

in bibliographj I and iates onlj from Bergh's habituation of ii in L853. This is also

the date of the more familiar granlandica Bergh, which luckily maj be retained as

having page priority.
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ine, after some discussion based on considerable material (all from

one locality, however), thai graznlandica is al most a variety of gla-

dalis. He did not have pacified before him. He found that four

out of the eight specimens which he separated as gramlandica from his

single specimen of glacialis had black osphradia, but one of them had

also denticulate uncini.

The present species is evidently fully congeneric, but is much
farther from any of the above forms than any of them are from one

another. It is impossible to say to which if comes nearest. Like

gra nlandica, it lias an osphradium with black base and nondenticulate

inner uncinal hooks in the radula. In the median tooth ("rhacliis"

of Bergh), and in the character of the notaeum, it is nearer glacialis.

In the very peculiar penis it is perhaps nearest pacifica. But in the

smooth notaeum with reticulate pattern, the extraordinary penis, the

shape of the jaws, the shape of the osphradium leaflets, and above all

in the structure of the shell, it is sharply distinguished from any of

them; while there are minor points of individuality in the radula,

the shape and musculature of the rostrum, the form of the tentacles

and proportion of the eyes, the form of the body and notaeum (espe-

cially the anterior lappets), and the shape of the gill leaflets.

It would seem that the species of the genus should for the present

be written as follows:

0. glacialis (Sars, 1850), colorless osphradium, slightly denticulate uncinal hooks,

comparatively smooth notaeum, gill leaflets not auriculate at tip. Distribution paleo-

boreal and arctic.

0. glacialis, v&r.grcenlandica Bergh, L853(syn.: carina, recondita,reinhardti,palliata),

osphradium with black base, nondenticulate uncinal hooks (occasionally denticulate),

warty notaeum, gill leaflets auriculate at tip. Distribution paleo-boreal and arctic.

0. glacialis, var. pacifica Bergh, L887, osphradium as in last, uncinal hooks usually

strongly denticulate (sometimes smooth), rhacliis peculiar, penis peculiar, notaeum

as in last. Distribution pacifico-boreal.

O.corys, new species, osphradium with black base but peculiar form, uncinal hooks

smooth (in the unique specimen), notaeum (top) smooth, gill leaflets not auriculate,

penis peculiar. Distribution neo-boreal (".'). (Further distinguished from the glacialis

forms by shell, etc., as elsewhere stated.)

THE RELATIONSHIPS OF ONCHIDIOPSIS TO OTHER GENERA OF
LAMELLARIIDjE.o

The Lamellariidae constitute a small, highly aberrant, and some-

what heterogeneous family, treated by Bergh as distinct from the

Velutinidse and containing only the genera Ghelynotus b (Swainson)

Bergh, Marsenia Leach [= Lamellaria Montagu], Marseniella Bergh,

Marseniopsis Bergh, Mawsenina Gray, and Onchidiopsis (Beck)

Bergh. The Velutinidae, however, are included in the same group

a Called by Bergh and some others Marseniadae, but luckily the more familiar na

La mi I hi r la fur i he typical genus appears to he correct under the International Ru]

rather than Mar.srnia.

& Better treated as a subgenus of Lamellaria.
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by Woodward [1880], Tryon [1886], Fischer [1887], Cooke [1895],

Simroth [1896 L907], and most other systematists, some calling the

resulting family Lamellariidse, some Velutinidse.

Bergh himself recognized that the genera Onchidiopsis and Mar-

senina, al least, might be united with the Velutinidse were it not that on

the other hand they connect through the puzzling genus Marseniopsis

with the irreconcilable genera ( 'lidynotus, Lunn Ihn -id, and M(irx< nulla.

Bei'irh summarized his views in the following:

CONSPECTUS GENERUM.

Plica expira-

to] ia nulla .

| . Irmatura

lingnalis]

1-1-1
dioecious.

Plica expira-j

toria [

3 I 3

Pars inf. vasdefer. nun

libera < In lynotus Sw.

(Miirs, a in I.cadi
|

Lamellaria]

Mm.s< nil I In Bergh

Test. int. calcarea Marseniopsis Bergh .

Test, semi-int. calcarea.. Marsenina Gray
... . T

monoecious
rest. int. comma Onchidiopsis Bergh

It is apparent that , but for the contradictory characters of Marseni-

opsis, the genera would fall apart in two well-marked groups, which

may he called the Lamellaria group and the Onchidiopsis group, the

latter then clearly uniting with the Velutinidse, which agree in every

essential respect, especially dentition and hermaphroditism, except

that the shell is still external and, of course, the expiratory fold is

therefore not developed.'' In short, the group considered as a whole

would appear as either monophyletic but sharply divergent, or as

di-phyletic and partially convergent.

The introduction of Marseiriojws into the scheme makes any

orderly phylogenetic interpretation impossible—that is to say, it

makes any true arrangement impossible. We must, therefore, for

any conclusion, await new fads, particularly as to Marseniopsis,

which it would be desirable to investigate further. The bearing of

the new species which is the subject of this paper on the situation is,

by its shell structure, to draw Onchidiopsis closer to Marsenina, par-

tialis bridging the gap and indicating in a most interesting way the

precise manner in which the still whorled shell of Marsenina has

degenerated, in this series, to the mere scale of the other species of

Onchidiopsis.

"The hermaphroditism of Velutina rests on the hare casual mention of Bergh. So

interesting a fact should be verified. The preBen ed material al my command has qoI

permitted this. There is reason to BUBpect, as Simroth eBpeciallj has suggested, that

hermaphroditism among the prosobranchs may be much mure Erequenl than commonly
supposed.

i> Ii is difficult to understand the high morphological significance Bergh appears to

attach i" this obviously plastic feature. The fold is in fact scarcely bo much an

anatomical character
1

as an habitual manner n\ carrying the mantle border. The
Bpecimen examined by me suggests the idea thai in life ii might have been "hi it era ted

and re torn led at w ill. 1 1 can at least have no systematic importance in a phylogenetic

aeries commencing with a shell-covered form.
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As to the troublesome Marseniopsis, it seems closer to the Velu-

tininse than to the Lamellariinse. The extraordinary aberranl radula

of the latter is a tangible and strong point of demarcation in which
no error of observation or interpretation is likely. It is an unbridled
gap, and Marseniopsis is here wholly with the Velutininse. As to

the two characters which ally it with the Lamellariinse, the expiratory
cleft, has already been commented on, while for an appreciation of

the slight and almost technical character «,f the line separating

androgyny from unisexuality in the gasteropods Pelseneer's paper
should be consulted (Pelseneer, 1N<)4).

Since the last of Bergh's writings on the group the Australian

genus Oaledoniella Souverbie 1869, hitherto known only from the

shell," lias been partially elucidated by Basedow [1905]. The shell

is wholly internal, thin, incompletely calcified, but otherwise qo<

very degenerate, and consists of 3 + whorls. It is strikingly naticoid

in appearance. The radula has the formula 2— 1— 1— 1— 2 and in

general resembles those found in the Yelutinime— i. e., is naticoid.

We do not know whether the animal is monoecious or dioecious. Base-

dow's figures do not show any expiratory cleft or fold, hut in his

generic diagnosis he says:— "renal aperture on the right, the mantle-

border slightly grooved outward from this spot," which may indicate

that the fold is present in rudimentary form. The anatomical data

are insufficient for placing the genus with entire confidence, but so far

as known ally it with Marsenina and Ouchidiopsis in the Velutininse,

where it would lie near the base of the series. Two things, however,

throw doubt on the correctness of this disposition. First . if Marsi nina

and Ouchidiopsis are really (as believed) derived from the naticoids

through velutinoids, then it is difficult to sec how Oaledoniella can be

introduced into the series, with a shell which, though more degenerate

than any Velutina, appears to relate back direct to Natica. Second,

Oaledoniella is an Australian form, thus geographically suggesting

alliance with the Lamellariinse, which though world-wide are espe-

cially tropical and austral, rather than with the Velutininse, which are

essentially boreal. It may be suspected that if all the facts were

known Oaledoniella would be seen to be a basal term of the Lamella-

rioid series, its apparently greater resemblance to the Velutininse being

purely negative and due to its not yet having acquired the peculiari-

ties of dentition and generative system which mark the typical Lamel-

larioids. This implies that the family Lamellariidse is diphyletic,

which is probably the case. But such suspicions can not be allowed

to override the evidence as it stands and Oaledoniella must for the

present rest among the Velutininse.

The group considered as a whole is, at all events, a most interesting

offshoot from the naticoid stem, representing evolution in the same

" The animal described by E. A. Smith 1 1886] as Lamellaria wilsoni appears to have

been in fact, a Caledonu I In. but the description is not sufficient to be of use
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direction as the Qudibranchs among opisthobranchs, and the slugs

among pulmonates, the direction, namely, of loss of shell. This loss

apparently proceeds by a kind of combination of the methods seen in

nudibranchs and slugs, for there is an embryonic "nautiloid" shell

afterward shed as in nudibranchs, while the post-embryonic shell is

overgrown by a notseum and degenerated as in slugs." It may not

be wholly a coincidence that the group has developed feeding habits

(on compound ascidians) recalling the uudibranchs and has become

(at leas! in part) like them, hermaphroditic The aberrant character

of the group appears in the well-known and extraordinary "nesting"

habit in a hole made in the ascidian colon\ and com red with an

"operculum." It further appears in the sudden radical departure of

one section of the group from the tsenioglossate type of dentition.''

It would seem that the host provisional treat incut of the family is

as follows:

Family LAMELLARIIDiE (various family characters in nervous

system, stomach, etc. Consult Bergh).

Subfamily L amki.lakiin .k (Radula 11 -1, of aberrant form.

Sexes separate. Shell few whorled, wholly internal, but calcareous

though sometimes very degenerate." No expiratory cleft. Nearly

world-wide but especially tropical).

Genus Lamellaria Montagu (part ), 1815 (syn. includes Corinalla

Blainville, L824, Oryptothyra Menke, 1830, Marsenia Leach, 1847,

Cryptocella II. and A. Adams, 1853, Ermea Gray, 1S57).

Subgenus Mars< nulla Ber<di.

Subgenus Chelynotus (Swainson, L849) Bergh.

Subfamily Ykliti \ in.k. (Radula 2-1-1-1 2, of aaticoid form.

Sexes united. Shell progressively degenerating from several whorled,

external, calcareous though thin, to a mere internal horny scale.

Expiratory cleft developed where shell is internal. Boreal except

( '(tit (loll 11 llil . I

Max it In- t luu the spicules of the dorid nudibranchs represenl an exactlj similar

phenomenon? li has been generally assumed that the loss of the nautiloid embryonic

shell ends the shell-history of the individual dorid and thai the spicules with which

the notseum is so plentifully besel represenl a novel formation. The Bame assump-

tion might have been made for Onchidiopsis were not the shell, especially in the specieB

heiv described, still unmistakable as such. In other words, ii we use the historj of

tin- shell in Onchidiopsis, which is still decipherable, as a key to read the history of

the shell in the dorids, where it is no1 clearly decipherable, we shall conclude that

the Inst "nautiloid" shell is only the protoconch and shall homologize the spicules

of the adult notseum with the adult internal shell of Onchidiopsis. There is nothing

in the morphological relations of the notseum and mantle i" forbid this, and it seems

tn the writer worthy of serious consideration.

b The strikingly parallel aberration of the subgenus Turritellopsis, in the Turritel-

lidse, sh'iitld be compared, however, as an illustrati f how profoundly and suddenly

the tsenioglossate typ£bf dentition may be modified w ithoul anyapparenl greal cha

in the rest "i" the organism. Figures may be found in Tryon's Manual.

C'Presque membraneuse," L. leptolemma Bergh.
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Genus Velutina Fleming Isl'l'.

Subgenus Limneria II. and A. Adams, 1853 (syn. l/< villia

Gray L857).

Subgenus Velutella Gray, 1847.

Genus Caledoniella Souverbie, 1869.

Genus Marseniria, Gray, 1850.

Genus OncMdiopsis (Beck) Bergh, IN,-).'}.

GENERA OP UNCERTAIN POSITION.

Genus Marseniopsis Bergh, 1886. Radula 2-1-1-1-2. Shell

internal, calcareous, degenerate. Sexes separate. Strictly austral.

Genus Lamellariopsis Vayssiere [1906]. Radula 2-1-1-1-2.

Shell internal, calcareous, thin, paucispiral. The published "diag-

nosis"' (quite insufficient) does not show any generic difference from
Mn is, n hid . Austral.

Genera Leptonotis, Gray, 1S47; Scse,vogyra, Whitfield, ! s 7 7 ; Lyo-

soma, White, 1883. Fossil.

[In addition numerous names applied to the embryonic shells

—

see Tryon and Bergh.]
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATES.

Plate 21.

Fig. L. Onchidiop8is corys. Dorsal view; e.=eye; ex. cZ. =expiratory (deft; in. cl.=

inspiratory (deft; /. /. = left lobe of anterior lappet; /. t.=leit tentacle; /'.=

rostrum; r. I. =right lobe of anterior lappet.

2. Onchidiopsis corys. Ventral view. Letteringas in l\g. J ; also: <il>. e.=abnormal

• ye; »i.=mouth; in. c.=mantie cavity.

3. Onchidiopsis corys. View from right side. Lettering as in figs. 1 and 2; also:

p.=penis; r. t.=righ1 tentacle.

4. Onchidiopsis corys. Shell. View from righl side and looking slightly from

rearand above. The infolded posterior portion is seen through the anterior

portion. 4.=anterior; D.=dorsal; P.=posterior; F. ventral. (In this

and next two figures the shell appears too solid, being in reality a nearly

colorless translucent film. )

5. Onchidiopsis corys. Shell. View from righl side and looking from rearand

below. L.=left; R.=right. Remarks as in last.

0. Onchidiopsis corys. Shell. View from below. Lettering and remarks as in

figs. 4 and 5. (The waving of the infolded portion appears exaggerated in

this figure
.)
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Fig. 7. Marsenina prodita. Shell. (This and next two figures arc drawn, regardless

of scale, for comparison of shell structure, forming a progressive degenera-

tion series.)

8. Marsenina ampla . Shell. See remarks under fig. 7.

9. Onchidiopsis corys. Shell, represented semidiagrammatically as a solid object,

from below. Sec remarks under lit:. 7.

10. Onchidiopsis corys. Osphradium and ctenidium, semidiagrammatically rep-

resented froman anterior viewpoint . C7.=ctenidium; />. = dorsal; L.=left

;

Os.=osphradium; R.=right; l'.=ventral. The Btippling represents the

black-piemen ted areas on the roof of the gill cavity and basal surfaces of

the lobes of the osphradial leaflets.

Plate 22.

Fig. 1. Onchidiopsis corys. Dorsal view of head region. Notaeum is slightly slit up

from inspiratory deft and the lobes of the anterior lappet turned back.

ah. e.=abnormal eye; ah. £.=abnormal (external) branch of the bifid left

tentacle; 6.=foot; e.=eye;/.=auriele of foot
; g. c.=opening of gill cavity;

I. L=left lobe of anterior lappet; /. /. = left tentacle; p. oas.= penis, basal

portion; p. cr.=penis, crest; r.=rostrum; r. /.=right lobe of anterior Lappet;

r. <.=right tentacle.

2. Dissection of rostrum. Dorsal view. h. m.=buccal mass; /.=jaws; I. £.=left

tentacle; ph.= wall ol pharynx; ph. car.= pharyngeal cavity; r.=rostrum;

ratf. =radula; rad. s«c.=radula sac; re. ?».=rctractor muscles; /\/.= right

tentacle. (The walls of the dorsal half of the rostrum are represented

as cleanly cut away except at the tip, which is intact. The retractor

muscle bundles, which line it, are only partially shown, and some are

represented as broken and pushed aside to allow a view of the pharynx.

The thin-walled pharynx is represented as partially transparent, and

through it, represented in dotted lines, are seen the jaws and the buccal

mass, the latter containing the greater portion of the radula. On top of the

pharynx and to the left lies the radula sac. a prolongation of the buccal

mass the neck of which pierces the pharynx wall. The radula is shown

as if the radula sac and buccal mass were semitransparent .
>

3. Semidiagrammatie view of rostrum from left Bide. The wall of the rostrum

is supposed to be wholly removed except at the tip, where it is intact. A.8

in the last figure, the jaws and buccal mass are represented a- seen through

the thin-walled pharynx, and the radula as if -ecu inside the buccal

mass and radula sac; but in this figure their lines are not dotted, bettering

as in last ;
also, ///. mouth.

•1. Jaws, seen from left side. . 1 . =anterior; Z).=dorsal; P.=posterior; K=ven-
tral.

5. Radula. Dorsal view of three rows from near broadest point (about ten rows

from anterior end i. Camera bifida drawing. X oc. L, obj.3.

6. Radula. Two uncinal hooks from right side. Camera lucida drawing.

X oc. 1, obj. 7.

Plate 21, figures I, 2, 3, and in, and Plate 22, all figures, were drawn by the author

from the specimen. Plate 21, figure- I. •">, and C, were, drawn b\ Mr. Sergius Morgulis,

from the specimen Plate 21, figures 7 and 8, are copied from figures reproduced in

Tryon's Manual of Conchology.
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